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ABSTRACT

The phonetic distortions in the
speech of Mongol learners at the level of
the prosody of a word are prompted by the
differences in the prosodic construction
of a word in Russian and in Mongolian.
They can be foreseen and foretold as the
result of the comparative analysis of the
prosodic means of both languages.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the linguistic interpreta-
tion of various breaks in the prosody of a
word in the Russian speech pronounced by
Mongols seems to be important both in the
theoretical meaning (the Russian speech ofMongols is not yet investigated from the
paint of the complex analysis of the sup-
rasegmental phonology) and in the practi-cal one (in teaching Mongols the Russian
pronunciation it will give the chance of
the explanation and foreseeing the pronun-01ation mistakes).
The prosodic means of Russian at the level
0f the prosody of a word is accent. By its
Phonetic nature it is quantitative, quali-
tative and dynamic. A stressed vowel is
Characterized by a set of phonetic means:
the length, the tamber, the strength. Ac-
cording to these characteristics it is re-
alized in communication depending on its
functions: culminative (the accent makes
a word a phonetic unit), constitutive
(helps to identificate words or their
forms), distinctive (provides the diffe-
zgggggtion of words and their forms, f%r

e: nna - nna ' crpaHm - or s .A word-stresgyis tra itionally congigered
to be one of the prosodic means of the
Mongolian language. The first reference of
t in Linguistics is to be found 150 years

a8°,and up to now the prosody of a word is
the‘least investigated branch of the Mon-
8°llan phonetics. In fact this problem has
not yet been the subject of the linguistic
research and was studied only from the
point of the rhythmical nature of the Mon-
golian versification. There are various,
sometimes contradictory opinions in refe-
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rence to the word-stress in the Mongolian
language, its phonetic nature and its seat
in the word. Thus, J.Schmidt (1832), Y.
Ramstedt (1908), A.B.Rudnev (1913), B.J.
Vladimirtsov (1929), G.B.Sanzheyev (19(0),
Sh.Luvsanvandan (1967), G.Galsan (1975)
say that a word-stress in the Mongolian
language is expiratory (force) and always
falls on the first syllable of the word.
0n the contrary, O.M.Kovalevsky (1835),
A.A.Bobrovnikov (1848), A.M.Pozdneyev
(1880), V.L.Kotvich (1902) think that the
stress falls on the last syllable and is
not expiratory (force).
Such contradictory opinions can be ex-
plained by the fact that the seat and the
character of the stress were investigated
only with the help of the auditory analy-
sis without thorough phonetic research
based on experiments.
The experiment results/1/ show that any
syllable can have a greater force, espe-
cially when it contains a long diphthong
We couldn‘t find any regularity in the
correlation of vowels in different posi-
tions either in their length or in the
change of the tone. The same is about the
qualitative differences between them. The
experiment and a number of psycholinguisé
tic tests on the perception of a stress
by Mongols show that in the Mongolian lan—
guage there is no word—stress. This langu—
age can be related to unaccented ones.
In this case the length of a vowel in the
Mongolian language is not the characteris—
tic of the prosodic means but a phoneme—
tic indication of the segmental units -
long vowels. It is the length of vowels
that carries out the distinctive function
characteristic of the Russian word-stress
It helps to differentiate words @ygan —
pulse;cyynan - a seat;uac - snow,uaac
- paper, etc.) and their forms (sans-
the imperative of "to reconcile",3snaa ‘
the one who reconciles, etc.).
Some clearness of the pronunciation of
the vowels in the initial s llables (tra-
ditionally taken for stress can be ex-
plained differently: the effect of the
law of synharmony. Synharmony. that is
the regulation of the succession of vo-
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vels in a word - in other words - assimia
Lation of vowels in prefixes to those ones
in the root. Functionally synharmony is
the main way of making the phonetic unity
of a word (a culminative function), iden-
tification of a word in a number of other
words (a constitutive function). The
problem of the delimitative function of
synharmony is not quite investigated in
Linguistics. To study this problem we
made the statistic analysis of the poeti-
cal and prosaic texts in Mongolian.
The differentiation of words according to
the law of synharmony coincided with the
semantic articulation in the poetical
text for 73% of words. The received sta-
tistic data show that synharmony is a
quite safe way of the differentiation of
words. '
The comparison of the prosodic construc-
tion of a word both in Russian and Mongo-
lian show some likeness and some very es-
sential differences. The likeness is to be
found in the functional meaning: the cul-
minative and constitutive functions cha-
racterize the prosody of a word both in
Russian and Mongolian. The main difference
is in the ways of realization of these fun-
ctions. In Russian it is word accent, and
in Mongolian it is synharmony. Besides,
both the Russian language and the Mon-
golian language have different functions.
Only the Mongolian prosodic system has a
delimitative function. Only the Russian
prosodic system has a distinctive func-
tion. In the Mongolian language the fun-
ction is realized not with suprasegmental
ways but with segmental ones - long vo-
we 8.
Thus we can say that in the situation of
the subordinate bilinguism in the Russian
utterances of Mongols the following pro-
bable errors can be expected: .
1.Mcngolian learners of Russian can con-
struct a Russian word according to the
law of synharmony, making its vocal struc-
ture close to the synharmonic models of
their native language.
2. In the Russian utterances of Mongols
we can expect the errors connected with
the absence in Mongolian of the qualita-
tive distinctions of vowels in different
word-positions. As a result Mongols can
find it difficult to give in their utte-
rances a special tamber quality of a Rus-
sian stressed vowel, they are apt to seeno difference between stressed and unstea-
sed vowels with reference to the presenceor absence of the qualitative reduction.3.The qualitative reduction of vowels inthe non-initial syllables can be expectedin Russian utterances, and the further
from the word-beginning is the syllable,
the stronger will be a qualitative reduc-
tion of vowels in it.
4. We can suppose that having difficul-
ties with the proper word—stress in Rus-

sian, Mongols will prefer to stress the
initial syllables.
5. The length as a component of a Russian
word-stress can associate with the length
of vowels in their native language. Clus-
ters of consonants in Russian words can
be comprehended and reproduced as stres-
sed ones.
6. As a consequence of the functional
lack of coincidence of the prosodic means
in both languages there can be errors in
the segmentation of the auding: Mongolian
students can differenciate the unknown
words in accordance with the law of syn-
harmony.
This is the brief description of a theo—
retically possible accent of Mongols in
the prosody of a Russian word, which gi-
ves us a chance to find out difficulties
for Mongolian learners of Russian.
The experiments in comprehension of the
accent-rhythmical structure of a Russian
word by Mongolian learners, the analysis
of their errors prove that the foretold
deviation actually take place in the Rus-
sian utterances of Mongols, in the pro-
sodic structure.

/1/ Gerasimovich L.K. Mongolian versifi-
Cation: Experimental phonetic study, Le-
ningrad, i975.
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